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Flow Studio introduces Cut! - New Movie Quiz on for iOS and Android
Published on 04/16/15
Prague based Flow Studio, a.s. today introduces Cut! 1.2, their new video quiz app for iOS
and Android devices. With hundreds of clips and thousands of contextual questions, Cut!
offers the ultimate way to compare movie fan's knowledge. First, watch short clips to
relive famous moments from classic and modern movies. Then go head-to-head against friends
or random opponents to answer contextual questions about the films. Do you know which
Bible passage Jules quotes in Pulp Fiction?
Prague, Czech Republic - Flow Studio, a.s., a mobile entertainment company, today is
pleased to announce the release of Cut! 1.2, their new video quiz for movie fans for iOS
and Android devices. Cut! is a quiz app that digs deeper into movie trivia than any other
mobile game on the market. First, you watch short clips to relive famous moments from
classic and modern movies. Then, you go head-to-head against friends or random opponents
to answer contextual questions about the films. Do you know which Bible passage Jules
quotes in Pulp Fiction? How about the color of Luke's light saber in The Empire Strikes
Back, or the name of the planet humans are mining in Avatar?
When you truly love a movie, your knowledge goes deeper than the names of the cast and
crew. That's why Cut! includes over 2 500 trivia questions drawn from movies categorized
into 12 different playlists including Awarded Movies, Leonardo DiCaprio, and Marvel
Superheroes - with many more other categories to come. This free app is packed with hours
of game play to keep players coming back for more, with dozens of questions for each movie
clip concerning the plot, dialogue and details of specific scenes. Invite Facebook friends
to play against you, earn gems for every match you win and see how your knowledge of your
favorite films stacks up in the global leader boards.
"My friends and I are always quoting iconic lines from our favorite movies. We remember
all these random details and sharing these can bring back a film's emotional moments in an
engaging way," says Cut! game designer Ricardo Burnin, who was a movie production designer
previously. "That was my inspiration for Cut! - to let players who love movies compete in
trivia matches with friends and other fans all over the world. We couldn't find any quiz
game like this in any mobile store, so we made our own!"
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* 39.9 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Cut! 1.2 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Games
category.
Flow Studio:
http://www.flowstudiogames.com
Cut! 1.2:
http://www.cutmoviequiz.com
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/cut!-video-quiz-for-movie-fans/id881049289
Download from Google Play:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.moviequiz.cut
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Screenshot:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple3/v4/ef/3e/ef/ef3eef63-4a5b-9d45-cb1a-88eaf5c972ae/scre
en480x480.jpeg
Press Kit (zip):
http://www.cutmoviequiz.com/cutpresskit.zip

Flow Studio is an independent team based in Prague's TechSquare. Richard Horin and Petr
Fodor founded the studio in 2011 so they could lose themselves in the "flow" experience of
making games - a feeling of immersion, energized focus, and prolonged enjoyment that they
hope to pass along to players. Flow's games Power of Logic, Sortee, Octagon, Iconic and
Replay were downloaded more than 5 million times, earned excellent user reviews, and were
featured by Apple, Google and Microsoft. Copyright (C) 2011-2015 Flow Studio. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, iPhone, iPad, iPod and Mac OS X are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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